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For well-defined Finsleroid-relativisti spae ESRg (with the uppersript SR meaning
Speial-Relativisti) due only to aounting a harateristi parameter g whih measures
the deviation of the geometry from its pseudoeulidean preursor, the reation of the
respetive quantization programs for relativisti physial fields seems to be an urgent task.
The parameter may take on the values over all the real range; at g = 0 the spae is redued
to beome an ordinary pseudoeulidean one. In the present work, the formulation of theory
for relativisti physial fields in suh a spae is initiated. A general method to solve
respetive salar, eletromagneti, and spinor field equations is proposed basing on the
onformal flatness. At any value of the parameter, the expansion of the relativisti fields
with respet to non-plane waves appeared is found, whih proposes a base upon whih the
fields an be quantized in ontext of the Finsleroid-relativisti approah. Remarkably, the
regulators an naturally be proposed to overome divergenes in relativisti field integrals.
The respetive key and basi onepts involved are presented. For short, the abbreviations
FMF, FMT, and FHF will be used for the Finsleroid-relativisti metri funtion, the
assoiated metri tensor, and the assoiated Hamiltonian funtion, respetively.
11. Introdution
Choosing the basi metri funtion to be of the pseudoeulidean form is the geometri
base proper for the nowadays relativisti field theory. The Finsler-geometry methods [1-2℄
may suggest the possibility of extending the theory by using metri funtions of essentially
more general types. Below, we develop the Finslerian ESRg spae approah speified by
a harateristi parameter g. Coneptually, our interpretation of the possibility is based
upon treating the entered ESRg spae as an Observation Spae (OS for short) for the
quantum proesses. Some value of g is implied to be attahed to OS.
The notation R will be used for the four-dimensional vetors that issue from the
entre point “O” and belong to the spae: R ∈ OS. The parameter g is independent of
the vetor argument R (is a onstant over the whole OS). For the sake of onveniene in
proess of alulations, the spae OS or ESRg will be referred to a retilinear oordinate
system, whih entre being identified with the “O”, and the omponents of the vetors
with respet to the system will be used: R = {Rp} = {R0, R1, R2, R3} ≡ {T,X, Y, Z}.
We use a partiular speial-relativisti FMF F = F (g;T,X, Y, Z) subjet to the
following attrative onditions:
(P1) The indiatrix-surfae Ig defined by the equation F (g;T,X, Y, Z) = 1 is a regular
spae of a onstant negative urvature, R
Ind
,
whih is a onvenient stipulating to seek for the nearest Riemannian-to-Finslerian rela-
tivisti generalizations;
(P2) The FMF is ompatible with the priniple of spatial isotropy (Pparity);
(P3) The assoiated FMT is of the time-spae signature (+−−−);
(P4) The priniple of orrespondene holds true,
that is, the assoiated FMT redues exatly to its ordinary known speial or general
relativisti prototype when R
Ind
→ −1, whih physial signifiane is quite transparent.
The limit value R
Ind
= −1 orresponds preisely to g = 0, so that F (0;T,X, Y, Z) =√
T 2 −X2 − Y 2 − Z2.
All the items (P1)(P4) are obeyed whenever one makes the hoie (A.12) (see
Appendix A). Vie versa, we an laim the following
THE UNIQUENESS THEOREM. The properties (P1)(P4), when treated as on-
ditions imposed on the FMF, speify it unambiguously in the form given by the definition
(A.12).
The indiatrix urvature value is given by (A.29).
NOTE. The ESRg spae is the Finsleroid-type relativisti spae founded upon retain-
ing the Pparity at the expense of violating the Tparity. The resultant FMF F proves
to be T -asymmetri. The assoiated FMT exhibits the 6-parametrial invariane. Various
aspets of the spae were formulated earlier [3-5℄. There exists an alternative spae in
whih the Tparity holds under violating the P parity, assuming existene of a preferred
geometrially-distinguished spatial diretion [6℄.
2The basi properties of the ESRg spae approah to the theory of relativisti fields an
readily be seen and exerised in ase of the salar field (Setion 2). A novel qualitative
feature is that the onservation laws ease being integrable, for they involve now the
onnetion oeffiients Cp
q
r (see (2.17)(2.18)). In Setion 3, the eletromagneti field
is takled with. In Setion 4, the spinor field equations are generalized aordingly. In
analyzing the field equations obtained, it is onvenient to onvert the onsideration into
the quasi-pseudoeulidean spae. Solutions to the equations prove to be diret images of
solutions to the equations for quasi-pseudoeulidean fields. In the O1(g)approximation
(whih is aounting for the Finslerian orretions proportional to degrees of the hara-
teristi parameter g of the order not higher than the first one) the latter equations are of
the ordinary pseudoeulidean forms, so that for them the ordinary relativisti plane- wave
expansion an be applied. The fat is that in the O1(g)approximations the form of the
quasi-pseudoeulidean metri tensor is merely of the pseudoeulidean type (orretions
are proportional to g2).
However, the possibility of solving the ESRg spae relativisti field equations in the
general ase not adhering at the O1(g)approximation is not obvious. In Setion 5 the
method is proposed to rigorously solve the ESRg spae eletromaganeti field equations
basing upon the remarkable fat that the respetive Lagrangian density is onformally
invariant. In Setion 6 we show how the Lagrangians for salar and spinor fields an be
extended to entail upon appropriate hanges of variables the field equations of ordinary
pseudoeulidean form. To this end, the onepts of onformal salar and spinor fields
are introdued. Therefore, we obtain the total method to solve the ESRg equations for all
the eletromagneti, salar, and spinor fields. Partiularly, the ESRg spae versions of the
Coulomb law and the Yakawa potential an expliitly be proposed.
Also, we find relevant extensions of plane-wave deompositions (as well as of
spherial-type solutions). This irumstane opens up due vistas to quantize ESRg spae
fields in a onvenient and rigorous way (Setion 7). The waves are not plane but onfor-
mally plane and the expansion of fields with respet to suh waves is offered. The operator
of the four-dimensional momentum an readily be indiated for suh waves.
The ESRg spae approah proposed in the present work may, in priniple, provide
one with simple explanation of the nature of ultraviolet as well as angular divergenes
(whih are harateristi of ordinary Lorentz-invariant theory of quantized fields), for the
limiting transition with g → 0 in the ESRg spae extended integrals to the integrals of
the Lorentz-invariant theory proves to be far from being always possible! There appear
onvenient regulators, the EˆSRg spae weights, to perform non-singular integrations over
momenta (Setion 8).
Appendies A and B are devoted to explaining the basi properties of the ESRg spae.
Appendix C desribes and visualizes the behaviour of fronts of respetive non-plane waves.
Appendies D and E present the onformal properties and various O1(g)approximations.
The pseudoeulidean metri tensor will be presented by the omponents eij, so that
eij = e
ij = diag(1,−1,−1,−1); the short derivative designations ∂i = ∂/∂ti and ∂p =
∂/∂Rp will be used.
2. ESRg spae extension of Klein-Gordon equation
Let φ = φ(R) be a omplex salar field, so that
φ(R) = φ1(R) + iφ2(R), φ
∗(R) = φ1(R)− iφ2(R), (2.1)
where φ1(R) and φ2(R) are two real salar funtions; the star (*) means the omplex
onjugation. Introduing also the notation φp = ∂pφ and φ
∗
p = ∂pφ
∗
for partial derivatives
3with respet to the argument Rp, we onstrut the Lagrangian
Lφ = g
pq(g;R)φ∗p(R)φq(R)−m2φ∗(R)φ(R) (2.2)
(m denotes the rest mass of the salar partile) and the Lagrangian density
Λφ = LφJ, (2.3)
where
J :=
√
| det(gpq(g;R))| = (j(g;R))4 (2.4)
denotes the Jaobian for the FMT (see (A.18)), to use the ation integral
S{φ} =
∫
Λφd
4R. (2.5)
The assoiated Euler-Lagrange derivatives
Eφ := ∂q ∂Λφ
∂φq
− ∂Λφ
∂φ
, E∗φ := ∂q
∂Λφ
∂φ∗q
− ∂Λφ
∂φ∗
(2.6)
an be found from Eqs. (2.1)(2.6) to be
1
J
Eφ = φ∗ +m2φ∗, 1
J
E∗φ = φ+m2φ, (2.7)
where
 =
1
J
∂p
(
Jgpq∂q
)
. (2.8)
Sine δS = 0 =⇒ Eφ = 0, we get the following ESRg spae salar field equation:
φ +m2φ = 0. (2.9)
The respetive ESRg spae salar field urrent density
Jp := i(φ∗∂pφ− φ∂pφ∗)J (2.10)
is onserved over solutions to the equation (2.9), aording to
∂pJ p = 0, (2.11)
where J p = gpqJq. Therefore the harge is still onserved in the ordinary sense:
Q =
∫
J 0d3R (2.12)
and
∂0Q = −
∫
J adΣa. (2.13)
Considering the respetive energy-momentum tensor of salar field:
Tp
q := (φp
∂Λφ
∂φq
+ φ∗p
∂Λφ
∂φ∗q
− δqpΛφ)/J, (2.14)
4we obtain
Tp
q = φpφ
∗q + φ∗pφ
q − δqpLφ, (2.15)
where
φq(R) = gqp(g;R)φp(R), φ
∗q(R) = gqp(g;R)φ∗p(R). (2.16)
Now, the ESRg spae extension of the onservation law for the salar field energy-
momentum tensor reads
DqTpq := ∂qTpq − CprqTrq + CtqqTpt (2.17)
and
DqTpq = 0, (2.18)
what an be verified by diret alulations; Cp
r
q are oeffiients (A.20).
Let us apply the quasi-pseudoeulidean transformation ti = σi(g;R) (see (B.1)
(B.2)) and introdue the transformed salar field in aordane with φ(R) = u (σ(g;R)),
so that
u(t) = φ(R). (2.19)
We all the field u(t) the quasi-pseudoeulidean image of the salar field φ(R). We get
Λφ = Λu, (2.20)
Lu = n
ij(g; t)u∗i (t)uj(t)−m2u∗(t)u(t), (2.21)
and
Λu = Luh
−3, (2.22)
where the equality (B.19) has been used; the tensor nij(g; t) is given by (B.16). The ation
integral (2.5) goes over in
S{u} =
∫
Λud
4t. (2.23)
From δS = 0 =⇒ Eu = 0 we obtain the quasi-pseudoeulidean salar field equation:
u +m2u = 0, (2.24)
where
 = ∂i(n
ij∂j). (2.25)
Considering the quasi-pseudoeulidean image of the density of four-dimensional Fins-
lerian salar urrent
Ji := i(u∗∂iu− u∂iu∗)h, (2.26)
we arrive at the onlusion that the urrent is onserved over solutions to the equations
(2.24):
∂iJ i = 0, (2.27)
where J i = nijJj.
The energy-momentum tensor
Ti
j :=
[
ui
∂Λu
∂uj
+ u∗i
∂Λu
∂u∗j
− δjiΛu
]
/h (2.28)
5an be rewritten as
Ti
j = ui(t)u
∗j(t) + u∗i (t)u
j(t)− δjiLu, (2.29)
where
uj(t) = nji(g; t)ui(t), u
∗j(t) = nji(g; t)u∗i (t). (2.30)
From (2.24) the following onservation law follows for the quasi-pseudoeulidean tensor
(2.29):
DjT ji := ∂jT ji −NimjT jm +NnjjT ni (2.31)
and
DjT ji = 0, (2.32)
where Ni
m
j  the onnetion oeffiients of the quasi-pseudoeulidean spae (see (B.26)).
Thus we have proved
PROPOSITION 1. Solutions to the Finslerian salar field equations (2.9) are the
quasi-pseudoeulidean images of solutions to the equations (2.24) for quasi-pseudoeulidean
salar field.
The transformations
J p(R) = Rpi (g; t)J i(t) (2.33)
and
J i(t) = tip(g;R)J p(R) (2.34)
together with
T pq(R) = Rpi (g; t)R
q
j(g; t)T
ij(t) (2.35)
and
T ij(t) = tip(g;R)t
j
q(g;R)T
pq(R) (2.36)
are implied; tip and R
p
i are the oeffiients (B.9) and (B.13).
In the O1(g)approximation we have simply nij = eij and n
ij = eij . The oeffiients
Ni
k
j are proportional to g
2
(see (B.26)) and, therefore, disappear at the O1(g)level.
With these restritions, the equation (2.24)(2.25) redues to the ordinary Klein-Gordon
form, so that we are entitled to apply the ordinary plane-wave expansion to the quasi-
pseudoeulidean image of salar field:
u(t) =
1
(2π)3/2
∫
eikjt
j
u(k)δ(k2 −m2)d4k (2.37)
and
u(t) = u+(t) + u−(t) (2.38)
with
u+(t) =
1
(2π)3/2
∫
eikjt
j
u+(k)δ(k2 −m2)d4k, k0 > 0, (2.39)
u−(t) =
1
(2π)3/2
∫
e−ikjt
j
u−(k)δ(k2 −m2)d4k, k0 > 0, (2.40)
(u+(k))∗ = u∗−(k), (u−(k))∗ = u∗+(k), (2.41)
6u+(k) =
u+(k)√
2k0
, u−(k) =
u−(k)√
2k0
, (2.42)
u+(t) =
1
(2π)3/2
∫
eikjt
j
u+(k)
dk√
2k0
, (2.43)
u−(t) =
1
(2π)3/2
∫
e−ikjt
j
u−(k)
dk√
2k0
, (2.44)
where k0 =
√
k2 +m2 > 0. The energy-momentum onservation law (2.31)(2.32) takes
on the ordinary integrable form
∂jT
j
i = 0. (2.45)
From the above we obtain
PROPOSITION 2. At the O1(g)approximation level of onsideration the quasi-
pseudoeulidean image (2.19) of salar field is redued to merely pseudoeulidean ase.
Returning bak from the quasi-pseudoeulidean spae to the initial ESRg spae, we
observe that the plane-wave deomposition should be replaed by the non-plane-wave
deomposition:
φ(R) = φ+(R) + φ−(R), φ∗(R) = φ∗+(R) + φ∗−(R) (2.46)
with the funtions
φ+(R) =
1
(2π)3/2
∫
eiknσ
n(g;R)φ+(k)δ
(
k2 −m2) d4k (2.47)
and
φ−(R) =
1
(2π)3/2
∫
e−iknσ
n(g;R)φ−(k)δ
(
k2 −m2) d4k. (2.48)
The ordinary onjugation properties remain valid:
(φ+(k))∗ = φ∗−(k), (φ−(k))∗ = φ∗+(k). (2.49)
Thus, the ESRg spae waves of salar partiles are not plane unless g = 0. On intro-
duing the funtions
u+(k) = φ+(k) =
φ+(k)√
2k0
, u−(k) = φ−(k) =
φ−(k)√
2k0
, (2.50)
we get the representations
φ+(R) =
1
(2π)3/2
∫
eiknσ
n(g;R)φ+(k)
d3k√
2k0
(2.51)
and
φ−(R) =
1
(2π)3/2
∫
e−iknσ
n(g;R)φ−(k)
d3k√
2k0
. (2.52)
73. ESRg spae extension of eletromagneti field equations
Let a ovariant field A = {Ap(R)} be an eletromagneti vetor potential. We shall
use the partial derivatives Ap,q = ∂qAp and, as usually, onstrut the tension tensor of
eletromagneti field
Fpq = Ap,q − Aq,p (3.1)
and introdue the onomitant tensors
Fp
q = gqrFpr, F
pq = gprgqsFrs. (3.2)
After that, we an introdue the density of the ESRg spae indution tensor
Dpq(R) := J(g;R)gpt(g;R)gqs(g;R)Fts(R) (3.3)
and use the diret extension
ΛA = −1
4
DpqFpq (3.4)
of the lassial (resaled) Lagrangian density of eletromagneti field to set forth the
ation integral
S{A} =
∫
ΛAd
4R. (3.5)
The assoiated Euler-Lagrange derivatives
EpA := ∂q
∂ΛA
∂Ap,q
= 2∂q
∂ΛA
∂Fqp
(3.6)
an be found from (3.1)(3.5) to read
EpA = ∂qDpq. (3.7)
Sine δS = 0 =⇒ EpA = 0, we obtain the ESRg spae eletromagneti field equations
∂qDpq = 0 (3.8)
(in vauum). Additionally the yli equations
∂rFpq + ∂qFrp + ∂pFqr = 0 (3.9)
are fulfilled. The orresponding energy-momentum tensor of the ESRg spae eletromag-
neti field
Tp
q := −FprF qr + 1
4
δp
qFstF
st
(3.10)
will satisfy the onservation law of the form (2.17)(2.18).
Let us introdue the quasi-pseudoeulidean image for the initial eletromagneti ve-
tor potential A:
Ui(t) := R
p
i (g; t)Ap(µ(g; t)) (3.11)
and, after that, introdue the orresponding definitions for the tension tensor
fij(t) := R
p
i (g; t)R
q
j(g; t)Fpq(R) (3.12)
together with the ontravariant tensor
f ij(t) := tip(g;R)t
j
q(g;R)F
pq(R). (3.13)
8The inverse relations take the form
Ap(R) = t
i
p(g;R)Ui(t), (3.14)
Fpq(R) = t
i
p(g; t)t
j
q(g; t)fij(t), (3.15)
F pq(R) = Rpi (g; t)R
q
j(g; t)f
ij(t), (3.16)
f ij(t) = nimnjnfmn(t), (3.17)
and the representation
fmn(t) =
∂Un(t)
∂tm
− ∂Um(t)
∂tn
(3.18)
is valid.
Next, we introdue the Lagrangian density
ΛA = ΛU , (3.19)
where
ΛU = LUh
3
(3.20)
and
LU = −1
4
nijnmnfim(t)fjn(t) ≡ −1
4
f im(t)fim(t), (3.21)
so that the ation integral (3.5) transforms to
S{U} =
∫
ΛUd
4t. (3.22)
From the ation priniple δS = 0 the equations of the ordinary form
∂f in
∂ti
= 0 (3.23)
ensue. Besides, the ounterpart of (3.9) is valid:
∂fmn
∂ti
+
∂fim
∂tn
+
∂fni
∂tm
= 0 (3.24)
The onservation law of the form (2.31)(2.32) is appliable to the energy-momentum
tensor
T ji = −f jmfim +
1
4
δijf
mnfmn. (3.25)
Inserting any solution Ui = Ui(t) to the equation (3.23)(3.24) in the right-hand part of
the relation (3.14) yields a field Ap(R), whih gives a solution to the initial ESRg spae
eletromagneti field equations (3.8).
In the O1(g)approximation the equations (3.23) redue to the ordinary Maxwell-
type equations:
∂jf
ij = 0 with the funtions f ij = eimejnfmn, (3.26)
9and we an use the known solutions formed by plane waves:
Ui(t) =
1
(2π)3/2
∫
eikjt
j
Ui(k)δ(k
2)d4k, (3.27)
or in the form
Ui(t) = U
+
i (t) + U
−
i (t) (3.28)
with the funtions
U±i (t) =
1
(2π)3/2
∫
e±ikjt
j
U±i (k)
dk√
2k0
, (3.29)
where k0 =
√
k2. Returning into the initial spae, we get
Ap(R) = A
+
p (R) + A
−
p (R) (3.30)
with the funtions
A±p (R) = t
i
p(g;R)U
±
i (t) =
1
(2π)3/2
tip(g;R)
∫
e±iknσ
n(g;R)U±i (k)
dk√
2k0
. (3.31)
Ordinary plane-wave deomposition (3.27) turn over into non-plane-wave deomposition
Ap(R) =
1
(2π)3/2
∫
eiknσ
n(g;R)Ap(R, k)δ(k
2)d4k, (3.32)
where
Ap(R, k) = t
i
p(g;R)Ui(k). (3.33)
Whene we have arrived at the onlusion:
PROPOSITION 3. In the O1(g)approximation, solutions to the initial ESRg spae
eletromagneti field equations (3.8) present straightforward images of solutions to the
linear equations (3.26) of the ordinary Maxwell form.
4. ESRg spae extension of spinor field equations
For the four-omponent spinor ψ(R) of the Dira type we introdue, in agreement
with known methods of general-relativisti approahes, the ESRg spae spinor derivatives
Dpψ(R) = ∂pψ(R)− Zp(g;R)ψ(R), Dpψ¯(R) = ∂pψ¯(R) + ψ¯(R)Zp(g;R) (4.1)
and, respetively, the ESRg spae spinor onnetion oeffiients
Zp(g;R) = −1
8
RPQp(g;R)(γPγQ − γQγP ), (4.2)
where RPQp(g;R)  the assoiated Rii rotation oeffiients (see (A.37)(A.39)) and the
identity
Dqγ
p = Dqγp − Zqγp + γpZq = 0 (4.3)
is fulfilled. The notation γP is used for the ordinary Dira's matries, so that
γPγQ + γQγP = 2aPQ, (4.4)
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where {aPQ} = diag(1,−1,−1,−1); we have also introdued the notation
γp(g;R) = gpq(g;R)ePq (g;R)γP , (4.5)
where ePq (g;R) is the orthonormal invariant frame (see (A.35)). The onjugation operation
reads
ψ¯(R) = (ψ(R))+γ0(g;R). (4.6)
Therefore, the ESRg extended Dira-type equation reads
−iγp(g;R)Dpψ(R) +mψ(R) = 0 (4.7)
and the onjugated version reads
i(Dpψ¯(R))γ
p(g;R) +mψ¯(R) = 0; (4.8)
here, m stands for the rest mass of the spinor partile. For the orresponding urrent
density
J p = Jψ¯γpψ (4.9)
the diret alulations yield
∂pJ p = J
(
∂p(ψ¯)γ
pψ + ψ¯γp∂pψ + ψ¯(Dpγp)ψ
)
= J
(
(Dpψ¯)γ
pψ + ψ¯γp(Dpψ)
)
,
where the property (4.3) has been used. The spinor energy-momentum tensor is given by
the formula
T pq =
i
2
(
ψ¯γpDqψ − (Dqψ¯)γpψ) . (4.10)
By virtue of the equations (4.1)(4.8) we an readily infer the onservation laws of the
form (2.11)(2.13) and (2.17)(2.18).
For the spinor
v(t) = ψ(µ(g; t)), (4.11)
whih arises on performing a due transformation into quasi-pseudoeulidean spae, we get
the equations whih are similar to those shown above, namely,
Div(t) = ∂iv(t)− Ti(g; t)v(t), Div¯(t) = ∂iv¯(t) + v¯(t)Ti(g; t) (4.12)
and we also get respetively the ESRg spae spinor onnetion oeffiients
Ti(g; t) = −1
8
RPQi(g; t)(γPγQ − γQγP ) (4.13)
(RPQi(g; t) stand for the quasi-pseudoeulidean Rii rotation oeffiients; see (B.34)),
from the definition of whih the following ounterpart of the identity (4.3) ensues:
Djγ
i = Djγi − Tjγi + γiTj = 0, (4.14)
where
γi(g; t) = nij(g; t)fPj (g; t)γP (4.15)
with fPj (g; t) being the frame (B.28)). Also,
v¯(t) = (v(t))+γ0(g; t). (4.16)
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The Dira-type equation in the quasi-pseudoeulidean spae takes on the form
−iγi(g; t)Div(t) +mv(t) = 0, (4.17)
and for its onjugation we should write
i(Div¯(t))γ
i(g; t) +mv¯(t) = 0. (4.18)
For the respetive spinor urrent density
J i = Jv¯γiv (4.19)
and for the respetive spinor energy-momentum tensor
T ij =
i
2
(ψ¯γiDjψ − (Djψ¯)γiψ) (4.20)
the onservation laws of the form (2.27) and (2.31)(2.32) hold.
The fat that in the quasi-pseudoeulidean spae the ESRg spae orretions are of
the order of g2 opens up the diret possibility to solve the onsidered spinor equations at
the O1(g)approximation by using results of ordinary relativisti theory. In partiular, we
an take solutions to be of the plane-wave type:
v(t) =
1
(2π)3/2
∫
eiknt
n
δ(k2 −m2)v(k)d4k, (4.21)
or
v(t) = v+(t) + v−(t) (4.22)
with the funtions
v±(t) =
1
(2π)3/2
∫
e±ikjt
j
v±(k)dk, (4.23)
where
v±(k) =
θ(k0)v
±(k)
2k0
. (4.24)
On returning bak in the initial ESRg spae, we obtain the representation
ψ(R) =
1
(2π)3/2
∫
eiknσ
n(g;R)δ(k2 −m2)ψ(k)d4k. (4.25)
5. Conformal method of solution for ESRg spae eletromagneti field equations
Given a vetor field Ui(t) in the quasi-pseudoeulidean spae, we perform the trans-
formation to new omponents Bj(r) aording to the vetor law
Ui(t) := k
j
iBj(r) (5.1)
whih owing to (B.35)(B.38) reads expliitly as
Ui =
1
h
ξ(Bi + γBmnin
m). (5.2)
Next, we introdue the tensors
Bij :=
∂Bj
∂ri
− ∂Bi
∂rj
, (5.3)
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Bi
j := Bime
jm, Bij := Bn
jeni, (5.4)
and apply the transformation law
fij = Bmnk
m
i k
n
j , (5.5)
where fij are onstruted aording to the rule (3.18). The onomitant tensors are fi
j :=
fimn
jm
and f ij := fn
jnni.
Due insertions yield expliitly
fij =
1
h2
ξ2
[
Bij + γh
2(Bimnj − Bjmni)nm
]
, (5.6)
fi
j = ξ2
[
Bi
j − γh2Bjmninm + γ(2h2 + 1
h2
)
]
Bjmn
jnm, (5.7)
and
f ij = ξ2
[
h2Bij − γ(γ3 + h2 + h)niBjmnm + γ(2h4 + 1)Bimnjnm
]
. (5.8)
The equations
∂Bim
∂rj
+
∂Bji
∂rm
+
∂Bmj
∂ri
= 0 (5.9)
are obviously valid. They entail the eletromagneti field equations (3.24). Also, straight-
forward alulations show that the equations
∂Bij
∂rj
= 0 (5.10)
would entail the eletromagneti field equations (3.23) for the tensor (5.5).
Thus we have arrived at the following
PROPOSITION 4. The solutions to the eletromagneti field equations in the spae
ESRg are the transforms of the solutions to the ordinary Maxwell equations in aordane
with the formulae (3.14)(3.15) and (5.6)(5.10).
This result offers a handy way to export the eletromagneti field solutions from the
ordinary pseudoeulidean spae to the ESRg spae under study.
In partiular, the ordinary plane-wave solution is now extending as follows:
Bm = bm e
iΦ, bm = constants, (5.11)
and
Uj = aj e
iΦ, aj = constants, (5.12)
with Φ being the phase (B.51).
Taking for definiteness
kn = (k0, k1 = −k0, 0, 0) (5.13)
and
bi = (0, 0, 0, b3), b
i = (0, 0, 0, b3), b3 = −b3, (5.14)
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we get for the vetor potential A{k}p the following expliit omponents:
A{k}0 =
(g
2
(2h− 1)− (h− 1)k
) R3
|R|
jκb3
L
eiΦ, (5.15)
A{k}1 =
(
h− 1− 1
2
gk
)
R1R3
|R|2
jκb3
L
eiΦ, (5.16)
A{k}2 =
(
h− 1− 1
2
gk
)
R2R3
|R|2
jκb3
L
eiΦ, (5.17)
A{k}3 =
[
L+
(
h− 1− 1
2
gk
)
(R3)2
|R|2
]
jκb3
L
eiΦ, (5.18)
where
L = 1 + gk − k2 (5.19)
and (3.14) has been applied. Contrating yields the simple result
RpA{k}p = hjκR
3b3 e
iΦ . (5.20)
The notation
k =
R0
|R| (5.21)
and the onformal multipliers κ and ξ (see (B.36) and (B.43)) have onveniently been
used.
When
R0 = 0, (5.22)
we have
k = 0, L = 1, (5.23)
F
∣∣
R0=0
= (−g−)G+/2(g+)−G−/2|R|, j
∣∣
R0=0
=
(−g−
g+
)−G/4
, (5.24)
and the quantity Φ redues to
Φ0 = k0C2|R|
1
2
(h−1)(−G
2
|R| −R1). (5.25)
We obtain
A{k}0
∣∣
R0=0
=
g
2
(2h− 1)R
3
|R| |R|
1
2
(h−1)Cb3 e
iΦ0, (5.26)
A{k}1
∣∣
R0=0
= (h− 1)R
1R3
|R|2 |R|
1
2
(h−1)Cb3 e
iΦ0 , (5.27)
A{k}2
∣∣
R0=0
= (h− 1)R
2R3
|R|2 |R|
1
2
(h−1)Cb3 e
iΦ0 , (5.28)
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A{k}3
∣∣
R0=0
=
[
1 + (h− 1)(R
3)2
|R|2
]
|R| 12 (h−1)Cb3 eiΦ0 . (5.29)
C and C2 are onstants.
For the ontravariant omponents Ap{k}(R) = g
pq(g;R)A{k}q(R) alulations yield
the results
A0{k} = (kh− f)
R3
|R|
b3
jκL
eiΦ, (5.30)
A1{k} = (h− (k − g)f − L)
R1R3
|R|2
b3
jκL
eiΦ, (5.31)
A2{k} = (h− (k − g)f − L)
R2R3
|R|2
b3
jκL
eiΦ, (5.32)
A3{k} =
[
L+ (h− (k − g)f − L) (R
3)2
|R|2
]
b3
jκL
eiΦ, (5.33)
where
f = k − g
2
. (5.34)
When
R0 = 0, (5.35)
we obtain
A0{k}
∣∣
R0=0
=
g
2
R3
|R|
1
|R| 12 (h−1)
Cb3 eiΦ0 , (5.36)
A1{k}
∣∣
R0=0
=
(
h− 1− g
2
2
)
R1R3
|R|2
1
|R| 12 (h−1)
Cb3 eiΦ0 , (5.37)
A2{k}
∣∣
R0=0
=
(
h− 1− g
2
2
)
R2R3
|R|2
1
|R| 12 (h−1)
Cb3 eiΦ0 , (5.38)
A3{k}
∣∣
R0=0
=
[
1 +
(
h− 1− g
2
2
)
(R3)2
|R|2
]
1
|R| 12 (h−1)
Cb3 eiΦ0 . (5.39)
The assoiated eletromagneti field tension tensor an also be found expliitly,
namely
fij = i(kibj − kjbi)eiΦ (5.40)
(owing to (5.11) and (3.18)) and
Fpq = i(ρ
n
pknA{k}q − ρnq knA{k}p) = [(ρ0p − ρ1p)A{k}q − (ρ0q − ρ1q)A{k}p]k0i eiΦ (5.41)
(the transformation (3.15) has been used) with the omponents
F01 =
[g
2
− γ(k − g) + (γh− g
2
f)n1
]
n3
(jκ)2
L
b3k0i e
iΦ, (5.42)
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F02 = (γh− g
2
f)n2n3
(jκ)2
L
b3k0i e
iΦ, (5.43)
F03 = (γh− g
2
f)n3n3
(jκ)2
L
b3k0i e
iΦ, (5.44)
F12 = (γ − g
2
k)(n1 − n2)n3 (jκ)
2
L
b3k0i e
iΦ, (5.45)
F13 =
[
fk − h+ (f − kh)n1 − (γ − g
2
k)n1n1
]
n3n3
(jκ)2
L
b3k0i e
iΦ, (5.46)
F23 =
[
f − kh− (γ − g
2
k)n1
]
n2
(jκ)2
L
b3k0i e
iΦ . (5.47)
When
R0 = 0, (5.48)
the above representations are redued to read merely
F01
∣∣
R0=0
=
[g
2
+ γg + (γh+
g2
4
)n1
]
n3|R| 12 (h−1)Cb3 eiΦ0 , (5.49)
F02
∣∣
R0=0
= (γh+
g2
4
)n2n3|R| 12 (h−1)Cb3 eiΦ0 , (5.50)
F03
∣∣
R0=0
= (γh+
g2
4
)n3n3|R| 12 (h−1)Cb3 eiΦ0 , (5.51)
F12
∣∣
R0=0
= γ(n1 − n2)n3|R| 12 (h−1)Cb3 eiΦ0, (5.52)
F13
∣∣
R0=0
= (−h− g
2
n1 − γn1n1)n3n3|R| 12 (h−1)Cb3 eiΦ0 , (5.53)
F23
∣∣
R0=0
= (−g
2
− γn1)n2|R| 12 (h−1)Cb3 eiΦ0 . (5.54)
NOTE. Upon substituting (B.42) the Lagrangian density (3.4) takes on the form
Dpq(R) =
√
| det(spq(g;R))| spt(g;R)sqs(g;R)Fts(R) (5.55)
that orresponds to the flat-spae ase, for the urvature tensor onstruted from the
onformal metri tensor {spq} vanishes identially. This is the reason why the above
Proposition 4 is valid. The respetive transformation for the eletromagneti vetor po-
tential is
Ap(R) = ρ
m
p (g; r)Bm(r) (5.56)
with
ρmp = t
i
pk
m
i (5.57)
(f. (3.33) and (5.1)).
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At the O1(g)level of onsideration, the eletromagneti omponents (5.15)(5.18)
redue to read
A{k}0 =
1
2
g
|R|R3
S2
b3 e
ikpRp , (5.58)
A{k}1 = −1
2
g
R0
|R|
R1R3
S2
b3 e
ikpRp , A{k}2 = −1
2
g
R0
|R|
R2R3
S2
b3 e
ikpRp , (5.59)
A{k}3 =
{
1− 1
2
g
[
i|R|k0 + 1
2
(1 + ikaR
a) ln
R0 − |R|
R0 + |R| +
R0
|R|
(R3)2
S2
]}
b3 e
ikpRp, (5.60)
where S2 = (R0)2 − |R|2 and (B.56) has been applied.
The spherial waves of photons are obtained upon taking the eletromagneti vetor
potential in the onformally flat spae in the ordinary way:
B{ωjm}0 = 0 (5.61)
and
B{ωjm}a(r
q) = eik0r
0
∫
B{ωjm}a(k)e
ikbr
b d3k
(2π)3
(5.62)
with
B{ωjm}a(k) =
4π2
ω3/2
δ(|k| − ω)Y{jm}a(k/ω), (5.63)
where ω = k0 and Y{jm}a are required spherial funtions subjeted to the ondition(
kY{jm}(k/ω)
)
= 0. The quasi-pseudoeulidean version reads
U{ωjm}i(t) = k
a
i (g; t)B{ωjm}a(r
q(g; t)) (5.64)
and returning bak into the ESRg spae yields the omponents
A{ωjm}p(R) = ρ
a
p(g;R)B{ωjm}a(r
q(g;R)). (5.65)
Sine in the pseudoeulidean approah proper the spherial eletromagneti waves are
expanding with the light veloity value, whih relates to (r0)2−r2 = 0, then in the initial
ESRg spae we must respetively have F (g;R) = 0, whene we may be ertain that the
respetive veloity value in the ESRg spae is exatly v = g+ (just in onformity with the
veloity value (C.7) obtainable in ase of the planar-type waves).
The ESRg spae extension of the Coulomb law is given by the formulae:
B0 =
e√
δabrarb
=
eh
ξ(g; t)|t| =
e
j(g;R)κ(g;R)|R| (5.66)
(the formula (B.38) has been used in the seond step and the formula (B.2) has been
applied in the last step); in the quasi-pseudoeulidean spae,
Ui = k
0
iB0 (5.67)
(see (B.38) and (B.39)) with the omponents
U0 =
(
1 + (h− 1)t
0t0
S2
)
e
|t| , Ua = (h− 1)
t0ta
S2
e
|t| ; (5.68)
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in the ESRg spae,
Ap = ρ
0
pB0 (5.69)
(see (B.56)) with the omponents
A0 =
(
1 +
1
L
(h− 1 + g
2
R0
|R| −
g2
4
)
)
e
|R| , Aa = −
(
(h− 1)R
0
|R| +
g
2
)
Rae
|R|2 . (5.70)
In the O1(g)approximation we get merely
U0 =
e
|t| , Ua = 0, (5.71)
and
A0 =
e
|R| +
g
2
R0e
S2
, Aa = −g
2
Rae
|R|2 . (5.72)
6. Conformal salar and spinor fields and solutions
In distintion from the eletromagneti field ase, the onventional Lagrangian (2.2)
for a omplex salar field φ = φ(R) is not onformally invariant. Let us modify the
Lagrangian as follows:
L{φ} = g
pq(g;R)∂pφ
∗∂qφ+
1
6
Spqpqφ
∗φ− κ2m2φ∗φ. (6.1)
Sine
Spqpq =
1
4
g2
6
F 2(g;R)
(6.2)
(see (A.22)(A.23)), we get
L{φ} = g
pq(g;R)∂pφ
∗∂qφ+
1
4
g2
1
F 2
φ∗φ− κ2m2φ∗φ. (6.3)
This Lagrangian entails the assoiated salar field equation
1
J
∂
∂Rp
(
Jgpq
∂
∂Rq
φ
)
− 1
4
g2
1
F 2
φ+ κ2m2φ = 0 (6.4)
whih extends (2.8)(2.9). Using the oordinates
rn = ρn(g;R), (6.5)
where ρn are the funtions given by (B.44), let us go over to a new field
a = a(r) (6.6)
aording to the transformation
φ(R) = κ(g;R)a(ρ(g;R)) (6.7)
(κ is the onformal multiplier (B.43)). Calulations show that the insertion of (6.7) into
(6.4) results in the equation of the ordinary Klein-Gordon type:
eij
∂2a
∂ri∂rj
+m2a = 0 (6.8)
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whih is obviously derivable from the ordinary pseudoeulidean Lagrangian
L{a} = e
ij ∂a
∗
∂ri
∂a
∂rj
−m2a∗a. (6.9)
Aordingly, we introdue
DEFINITION. The field a = a(r) is alled the onformal salar field.
In partiular, the plane-wave solutions to the latter field generate the solutions
φ(R) =
1
(2π)3/2
κ(g;R)
∫
eiΦ δ(k2 −m2)φ(k)d4k, (6.10)
where Φ is the phase (B.55). By using (2.19), the latter solutions an be transformed to
the quasi-pseudoeulidean spae:
u(t) =
1
(2π)3/2
ξ(g; t)
∫
eiΦ δ(k2 −m2)u(k)d4k, (6.11)
in whih ase the representation (B.51) for the phase Φ should be taken.
The quasi-pseudoeulidean versions of the formulae (6.3), (6.4), and (6.7) read
L{u} = n
ij(g; t)∂iu
∗∂ju+
1
4
g2
1
S2
u∗u− ξ2m2u∗u, (6.12)
∂i(n
ijuj)− 1
4
g2
1
S2
u+ ξ2m2u = 0, (6.13)
and
u(t) = ξ(g; t)a
(1
h
ξ(g; t)t
)
, (6.14)
where u = u(t) = φ(R) in aordane with (2.19) and ξ is the onformal multiplier (B.36).
We get
ui =
γti
S2
ξa+
1
h
ξ2ai +
1
h
γξ2
ant
n
S2
ti, t
iui = γξa+ ξ
2ant
n, (6.15)
with an(r) =
∂a(r)
∂rn
and ui =
∂u
∂ti
. Also,
nijuj = γξa
ti
S2
− γξ2ant
n
S2
ti + kξ
2ai, (6.16)
where ai = eijaj ,
∂jai =
1
h
ξ(aij + γ
aikt
k
S2
tj), (6.17)
and
aij(r) =
∂2a(r)
∂ri∂rj
. (6.18)
Finally
∂i(n
ijuj) =
g2
4
ξ
a
S2
+ ξ3
∂ai
∂ri
. (6.19)
Inserting the last result in (6.13) just yields (6.8).
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The ESRg spae extension of the Yukawa potential is given by the following formulae:
a =
exp
(
−m√δabrarb
)
m
√
δabrarb
=
h exp
(
−1
h
mξ(g; t)|t|
)
mξ(g; t)|t| =
exp
(
−mj(g;R)κ(g;R)|R|
)
mj(g;R)κ(g;R)|R| ,
(6.20)
u(t) =
h
m|t| exp
(
−1
h
mξ(g; t)|t|
)
(6.21)
(in aordane with the rule (6.14)), and
φ(R) =
1
mj(g;R)|R| exp
(
−mj(g;R)κ(g;R)|R|
)
. (6.22)
In the O1(g)approximation these representations redue to
u(t) =
1
m|t| e
−m|t|
(6.23)
and
φ(R) =
1
m|R|
(
1 +
1
4
g(1 +m|R|) ln R
0 − |R|
R0 + |R|
)
e−m|R| . (6.24)
It is worth omparing (6.20)(6.24) with (5.61)(5.67).
For the spinor we take the Lagrangian
L{ψ} =
i
2
[ψ¯γpDpψ − (Dpψ¯)γpψ]− κmψ¯ψ (6.25)
in whih the fator κ in the last term is the only distintion from the standard hoie.
This entails the following generalization of the Dira equation:
iγpDpψ − κmψ = 0. (6.26)
Applying the substitution
ψ(R) = [κ(g;R)]αU(ρ(g;R)) (6.27)
with
α =
3
2
(6.28)
redues the equation (6.22) to the ordinary pseudoeulidean form
iγ˜iDiU −mU = 0, (6.29)
whih an be verified by straightforward alulations; the notation γ˜i = γPhiP has been
used. So,
L{U} =
i
2
[U¯ γ˜iDiU − (DiU¯)γ˜iU ]−mU¯U. (6.30)
Aordingly, we introdue
DEFINITION. The field U = U(r) is alled the onformal spinor field.
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In partiular, the equation (6.22) admits the wave solution
ψ(R) =
1
(2π)3/2
[κ(g;R)]α
∫
eiΦ δ(k2 −m2)ψ(k)d4k, (6.31)
where, as in the ordinary theory, the amplitude ψ(k) is subjeted by the ondition
(γPkP +m)ψ(k)
∣∣∣
k2=m2
= 0. (6.32)
By means of the transformation (4.11) the solution an be transformed to the quasi-
pseudoeulidean spae:
v(t) =
1
(2π)3/2
[ξ(g; t)]α
∫
eiΦ δ(k2 −m2)v(k)d4k, (6.33)
where v(k) = ψ(k).
The quasi-pseudoeulidean versions of the formulae (6.21)(6.23) read
L{v} =
i
2
[v¯γiDiv − (Div¯)γiv]− ξmv¯v, (6.34)
iγiDiv − ξmv = 0, (6.35)
and
v(t) = [ξ(g; t)]αU(
1
h
ξ(g; t)t). (6.36)
We find
vn(t) = γα
tn
S2
ξαU + ξα+1fmn Um, (6.37)
∂U
∂tn
= ξ
1
h
(Un +
γ
S2
tnt
mUm) = ξf
m
n Um, (6.38)
where vn(t) = ∂v(t)/∂t
n
and Un(r) = ∂U(r)/∂r
n
, and also
γnvn = γα
γjt
j
S2
ξαU + ξα+1γ˜mUm (6.39)
together with
γnDnv = γ
n(∂nv +
1
8
RPQn(γPγQ − γQγP )v) = γ(α− 3
2
)
γjt
j
S2
ξαU + ξα+1γ˜mUm (6.40)
(the formulas (4.12) and (4.13) together with (B.35) have been used). Comparing the last
result with (6.24) and (6.31) verifies (6.25).
7. ESRg spae quantization of fields
Starting from the onformally flat spae referred to the oordinates rn given by (6.5),
the results of the ordinary relativisti quantum fields an be used.
We obtain the following wave deompositions: for the salar field
φ(R) =
1
(2π)3/2
κ(g;R)
∫
eiknr
n(g;R) φ(k)δ(k2 −m2)d4k, (7.1)
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for the eletromagneti vetor potential
Ap(R) =
1
(2π)3/2
ρjp(g;R)
∫
aj(kn) e
iknrn(g;R) δ(k2)d4k, (7.2)
and for the spinor field
ψ(R) =
1
(2π)3/2
[κ(g;R)]3/2
∫
eiknr
n(g;R) ψ(k)δ(k2 −m2)d4k. (7.3)
The waves obey the proper value equations in single-wave ases:
Pnφ{k} = knφ{k}, PnA{k}q = knA{k}q, Pnψ{k} = knψ{k}, (7.4)
where Pn is the operator of the four-dimensional momentum whih ats in the following
way:
Pnφ{k} = −iηqn∂q(
1
κ
φ{k}) (7.5)
in salar ase,
Pnψ{k} = −iηqn∂q(
1
κ
3/2
ψ{k}) (7.6)
in spinor ase, and simply
PnAq = −iηqn(∂qAp − ηsm∂qρmp As) (7.7)
in eletromagneti ase; the oeffiients ρmp and η
q
n are given by (B.48) and (B.49).
The generalized differenes
(t⊖ t′)n = 1
h
ξ(g; t)tn − 1
h
ξ(g; t′)t′n (7.8)
(see (B.38)) and
(R ⊖R′)n = ρn(g, R)− ρn(g;R′) (7.9)
(see (B.44)) are arisen.
The quasi-pseudoeulidean versions to the representations (7.1)(7.7) read: for the
salar field
u(t) =
1
(2π)3/2
ξ(g; t)
∫
eiξ(g;t)knt
n/h φ(k)δ(k2 −m2)d4k, (7.10)
for the eletromagneti vetor potential
Ui(t) =
1
(2π)3/2
kji (g; t)
∫
aj(kn) e
iξ(g;t)kntn/h δ(k2)d4k, (7.11)
and for the spinor field
v(t) =
1
(2π)3/2
[ξ(g; t)]3/2
∫
eiξ(g;t)knt
n/h v(k)δ(k2 −m2)d4k; (7.12)
also,
Pnu{k} = knu{k}, PnU{k}j = knU{k}j , Pnv{k} = knv{k}, (7.13)
with
Pnu{k} = −ikjn∂j(
1
ξ
u{k}), (7.14)
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Pnvψ{k} = −ikjn∂j(
1
ξ3/2
v{k}), (7.15)
and
PnUj = −ikjn(∂jUi − klm∂jKmi Ul), (7.16)
where kij are the oeffiients (B.39) and K
n
i k
i
j = δ
n
j .
In ase of salar field, the ommutator of the operators φ−(k) and φ+(q) is subjeted
to the ondition
[φ−(k), φ+(q)] = δ(k− q). (7.17)
In ase of the eletromagneti field, it is appropriate to take the deomposition
Bm = e
s
mb
±
s (k) e
iφ
(7.18)
in terms of an orthonormal frame {esi}, so that emi ekjemk = eij , assume the property
b+i (k)b
i,−(k) = emna+m(k)a
−
n (k), (7.19)
and set forth the ommutator ondition
[a−i (k), a
+
j (q)] = −eijδ(k− q). (7.20)
To quantize the Fermion field, we regard the amplitudes as(k) as some operators whih
satisfy the permutation relations of Fermi-Dira type:
{(a−s (k))∗, a+r (q)} = {a−s (k), (a+r (q))∗} = δsrδ(k− q). (7.21)
So, the required ommutators for fields in the ESRg spae under onsideration read
as follows: in salar ase,
[φ−(R), φ+(R′)] =
1
i
κ(g;R)κ(g;R′)∆−(R⊖ R′), (7.22)
[φ+(R), φ−(R′)] = κ(g;R)κ(g;R′)
1
i
∆+(R⊖ R′), (7.23)
and
[φ(R), φ(R′)] = κ(g;R)κ(g;R′)
1
i
∆(R ⊖R′); (7.24)
in eletromagneti ase,
[A−p (R), A
+
q (R
′)] = ispq(g;R,R
′)∆−0 (R⊖ R′), (7.25)
[A+p (R), A
−
q (R
′)] = ispq(g;R,R
′)∆+0 (R⊖ R′), (7.26)
and
[Ap(R), Aq(R
′)] = ispq(g;R,R
′)∆0(R⊖ R′), (7.27)
where the tensor
spq(g;R,R
′) = ρmp (g;R)ρ
k
q(g;R
′)emk (7.28)
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appears; in spinor ase,
[ψ(R), ψ¯(R′)] =
1
i
[κ(g;R)κ(g;R′)]3/2S(R⊖ R′). (7.29)
Converting the onsideration into the quasi-pseudoeulidean spae, we obtain the
following result for the respetive ommutators: for the salar field,
[u−(t), u+(t′)] = ξ(g; t)ξ(g; t′)
1
i
∆−(t⊖ t′), (7.30)
[u+(t), u−(t′)] = ξ(g; t)ξ(g; t′)
1
i
∆+(t⊖ t′), (7.31)
and
[u(t), u(t′)] = ξ(g; t)ξ(g; t′)
1
i
∆(t⊖ t′); (7.32)
for the eletromagneti field
[U−i (t), U
+
j (t
′)] = icij(g; t, t
′)∆−0 (t⊖ t′), (7.33)
[U+i (t), U
−
j (t
′)] = icij(g; t, t
′)∆+0 (t⊖ t′), (7.34)
and
[Ui(t), Uj(t
′)] = icij(g; t, t
′)∆0(t⊖ t′), (7.35)
where
cij(g; t, t
′) = kmi (g; t)k
k
j (g; t
′)emk; (7.36)
for the spinor field
[v(t), v¯(t′)] =
1
i
[ξ(g; t)ξ(g; t′)]3/2S(t⊖ t′). (7.37)
In the very onformally flat spae, the ordinary pseudoeulidean relations take plae,
so that in salar ase,
[φ−(r), φ+(r′)] =
1
i
∆−(r − r′),
[φ+(r), φ−(r′)] =
1
i
∆+(r − r′),
[φ(r), φ(r′)] =
1
i
∆(r − r′);
in eletromagneti ase,
[B−i (r), B
+
j (r
′)] = ieij∆
−
0 (r − r′),
[B+i (r), B
−
j (r
′)] = ieij∆
+
0 (r − r′),
[Bi(r), Bj(r
′)] = ieij∆0(r − r′);
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and in spinor ase,
[U(r), U¯(r′)] =
1
i
S(r − r′);
with the permutation funtions
∆+(r) =
1
(2π)3i
∫
θ(k0)e
iknrnδ(k2 −m2)d4k,
∆−(r) =
i
(2π)3
∫
θ(−k0)e−iknrnδ(k2 −m2)d4k = −∆+(r),
∆(r) = ∆+(r) + ∆−(r) =
i
(2π)3
∫
ǫ(k0)e
−iknrnδ(k2 −m2)d4k,
∆+0 (r) =
1
(2π)3i
∫
θ(k0)e
iknrnδ(k2)d4k,
∆−0 (r) =
i
(2π)3
∫
θ(−k0)e−iknrnδ(k2)d4k = −∆+0 (r),
∆0(r) = ∆
+
0 (r) + ∆
−
0 (r) =
i
(2π)3
∫
ǫ(k0)e
−iknrnδ(k2)d4k,
and
S(r) = (iγj
∂
∂rj
+m)∆(r).
8. EˆSRg way regularization
The presene of the geometrial parameter g an be used for onstruting an appro-
priate funtionW whih ought to play the role of the EˆSRg spae weight when performing
integration over the four-dimensional momenta {Pq} ∈ Vˆ4.
Suppressing ultraviolet divergenes an be motivated, first of all, by the irumstane
that, sine the EˆSRg spae approah under study is based upon a group of invariane
(whih transformations leave the FHF H in the o-spae Vˆ4 invariant), the funtion W
should inlude the dependene on {Pq} through the modulus P = H(g;Pq). Next, when
integrating over {Pq}, it is natural to hoose the funtionW to be a dereasing exponent:
W(g;P ) = C1(g)e−α(g)P ν , (8.1)
where α(g) > 0, ν > 0, and C1(g) stands for a positive normalizing fator, so that∫ ∞
P=0
W(g;P )P 3dP = 1 (8.2)
and
C1(g) =
1∫∞
P=0
W(g;P )P 3dP . (8.3)
The answer to the question what hoie is to be preferred for the fator α(g) an
tentatively be given by realizing the attrative idea of geometrial origin that the fator
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stems from the EˆSRg spae urvature. For the later is proportional to g2 (see (A.22) and
(A.23)), we suggest the hoie
α = Cg2, (8.4)
where C is a positive onstant. The respetive invariant integration with the EˆSRg spae
weight W over the spae Vˆ4 should be performed in aordane with the rule∫
Vˆ4
M =
∫ ∞
P=0
Z(g;P )W(g;P )P 3dP, Z =
∫
MJˆdΩˆ, (8.5)
where M is some matrix element or salar, Jˆ = √| det(gpq(g;Ps))|, and dΩˆ is an appro-
priate angular element of volume. Beause of the exponential form (8.1) of the weightW,
the integral with respet to P will be onverged at the higher limit for any degrees z of
the terms proportional to P z. Therefore, upon the Finslerian extension under onsidera-
tion, the finite expressions proportional to natural degrees of the square of the inversed
EˆSRg spae parameter, 1/g2, will relate to the divergent integrals that appear in ordinary
theory at P →∞.In this sense the EˆSRg spae approah developed may give, in priniple,
a simple explanation for the nature of the ultraviolet divergenes (whih is harateristi
for the ordinary Lorentz-invariant theory of quantized fields:the limiting transition g → 0
in the fator (8.3) is far from always being possible! Though in the exponent of the
EˆSRg spae weight (8.1) it is possible to go over to the limit g → 0, whih does remove the
exponent (for e−Cg
2P ν → 1 at g → 0), the normalizing fator C1(g) annot be analytial
at g = 0. For example, it is worth hoosing
W(g;P ) = C1(g)e−g2P 2/m2 , (8.6)
where m 6= 0 is the mass of partile, and use the Fourier transformation
1
(2π)4
∫
eiknr
n−g2(k2/m2) h−2d4k =
1
16π2h2
m4
g4
e−r
2m2/4g2 . (8.7)
In this way, the so-alled alpha-representation
1
m2 − k2 − iǫ = i
∫
eiα(k
2−m2+iǫ) dα (8.8)
an be applied to find form-fators and evaluate various diagrams and matrix elements.
Suppressing angular divergenes, whih are stemming from integrations over the
partile energy variable P0, is of an alternative need. By following the known general
ideas and methods of statistial physis, we an take the respetive weight W1 in the
form of the exponent
W1 = C3(g)e−C2g2P0 , (8.9)
where C2 and C3 are positive onstants and P0 is the partile energy. To have in the
exponent the energy in dimensionless ombination, we may substitute the normalized
energy
K0 = P0/m (8.10)
with P0. In the on-mass-shell treatment, that is, when one sets forth the dispersion relation
H(g;Pq) = m (8.11)
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(with the FHF H given by (A.14)), the phase volume element is to be taken as
dVˆ
def
= δ
(
(H(g;Pq))
2 −m2) Jˆd4P = Jˆ d3P
2P 0
∣∣∣
H(g;Pq)=m
(8.12)
and the weight takes on the form
W1(g, |P|) = C3(g)e−C4g2K0(g;|P|/m) (8.13)
with the funtion K0 = K0(g; |P|/m) obtainable from the equation H(g;K0,P/m) = 1.
Beause of the exponential form (8.13) the integral over |P| will onverge at the higher
limit at any degrees |P|n in the matrix element, so that the divergent integrals appeared in
the ordinary pseudo-eulidean theory at the proess |P| → ∞,upon ESRg spae extension
an be juxtaposed with finite expressions proportional to degrees of 1/g2. On negleting
the parameter g in the funtionK0 = K0(g; |P|/m), the weight funtion (8.12) is simplified
to read
W1(g, |P|) = C3(g)e−C4g2
√
1+(|P|/m)2 . (8.14)
In suh a ase, the normalization ∫
W1(g, |P|)d3P = 1 (8.15)
entails
1
4πC3(g)
= 2
(
8
g2
)2
K1
(
g2
8
)
+
(
8
g2
)
K0
(
g2
8
)
, (8.16)
where K´0 and K´1  the Madonald funtions (the Hankel funtions of imaginary argu-
ment), for whih ∫ ∞
0
e−z chu sh2 u du =
1
z
K´1(z) (8.17)
and
K´ ′1(z) = −
1
z
K´1(z)− K´0(z). (8.18)
In the law-energy region
|P|
m
≪ 1 (8.19)
we get the Maxwell-type distribution
W1(g, |P|) = C3(g)e−C4g2|P|2/2m2 . (8.20)
Alternatively, in the ultrarelativisti region
|P|
m
≫ 1 (8.21)
we get the approximation
W1(g, |P|) = C3(g)e−C4g2|P|/m. (8.22)
Appendix A. Basi properties of the spae ESRg
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Searhing for extension of the pseudoeulidean geometry in due Finsler-relativisti
way, we should adapt onstrutions to the following deomposition of the four-dimensional
vetor spae V4:
V4 = S+g ∪ Σ+g ∪ Rg ∪ Σ−g ∪ S−g , (A.1)
whih setors relate to the ases when the ontravariant vetor R ∈ V4 is respetively
futuretimelike, futureisotropi, spaelike, pastisotropi, and pasttimelike. The respe-
tive o-analogue for the ovariant vetors (the momenta) P ∈ Vˆ4 reads
Vˆ4 = Sˆ+g ∪ Σˆ+g ∪ Rˆg ∪ Σˆ−g ∪ Sˆ−g . (A.2)
With this purpose, we introdue the following onvenient notation:
G = g/h, (A.3)
h =
√
1 +
1
4
g2, (A.4)
g+ = −1
2
g + h, g− = −1
2
g − h, (A.5)
G+ = g+/h ≡ −1
2
G+ 1, G− = g−/h ≡ −1
2
G− 1, (A.6)
g+ = 1/g+ = −g−, g− = 1/g− = −g+, (A.7)
g+ =
1
2
g + h, g− =
1
2
g − h, (A.8)
G+ = g+/h ≡ 1
2
G+ 1, G− = g−/h ≡ 1
2
G− 1. (A.9)
We shall deompose vetors to selet the timelike omponents and the three-
dimensional spatial omponents: R = {R0,R} and P = {P0,P}. In terms of the forms
B(g;R) = − (R0 + g−|R|) (R0 + g+|R|) ≡ − ((R0)2 − gR0|R| − |R|2) (A.10)
and
Bˆ(g;P ) = −
(
P0 − |P|
g+
)(
P0 − |P|
g−
)
≡ − ((P0)2 + gP0|P| − |P|2) , (A.11)
all the setors that enter the deompositions (A.1) and (A.2) an be embraed by one
FMF
F (g;R) =
√
|B(g;R)| j(g;R) = ∣∣R0 + g−|R|∣∣G+/2 ∣∣R0 + g+|R|∣∣−G−/2 , (A.12)
where
j(g;R) =
∣∣∣∣R0 + g−|R|R0 + g+|R|
∣∣∣∣−G/4 , (A.13)
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and one FHF
H(g;P ) =
√
|Bˆ(g;P )| jˆ(g;P ) =
∣∣∣∣P0 − |P|g+
∣∣∣∣G+/2 ∣∣∣∣P0 − |P|g−
∣∣∣∣−G−/2 , (A.14)
where
jˆ(g;P ) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
P0 − |P|
g+
P0 − |P|
g−
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
G/4
. (A.15)
By following the methods of the Finsler geometry, we use the definitions for the
ovariant vetor
Rp
def
=
1
2
∂F 2(g;R)
∂Rp
≡ Pp
and the FMT
gpq(g;R)
def
=
1
2
∂2F 2(g;R)
∂Rp∂Rq
=
∂Rp(g;R)
∂Rq
;
p, q, ... = 0, 1, 2, 3.
Thus we get the pseudo-Finsleroid relativisti spae
ESRg = {V4; F (g;R); gpq(g;R); R ∈ V4} (A.16)
and the pseudo-Finsleroid relativisti o-spae
EˆSRg = {Vˆ4; H(g;P ); gpq(g;P ); P ∈ Vˆ4}. (A.17)
Speial alulations an be used to verify the equalities
det(gpq(g;R)) = −[j(g;R)]8 (A.18)
and
sign(gpq) = sign(g
pq) = (+−−−). (A.19)
The following assertion is valid: for the pseudo-Finsleroid spae ESRg the Cartan
torsion tensor
Cpqr
def
=
1
2
∂gpq
∂Rr
is of the speial algebrai form
Cpqr =
1
N
(
hpqCr + hprCq + hqrCp − 1
CtCt
CpCqCr
)
, (A.20)
where
CpC
p = −N
2g2
4F 2
(A.21)
and N = 4. Here, Cp = Cp
q
q.
Proof is gained by straightforward alulations on the basis of the expliit form of
omponents of the FMT and the Cartan tensor (see more detail in [911℄). Inserting
(A.20)(A.21) in the general expression for the urvature tensor
Spqrs = CtqrCp
t
s − CtqsCptr
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yields the following simple result after rather simple straightforward alulations:
Spqrs = S
∗(hprhqs − hpshqr)/F 2 (A.22)
with the onstant
S∗ =
1
4
g2. (A.23)
The tensor
hpr
def
= gpr − lplr (A.24)
has been used, where lp = Rp/F (g;R)  the unit vetor omponents.
The FMF (A.12) defines the pseudo-Finsleroid
FRelativistig := {R ∈ V4 : F (g;R) ≤ 1}. (A.25)
The assoiated indiatrix Ig defined by
Ig := {R ∈ V4 : F (g;R) = 1} (A.26)
is the surfae of the pseudo-Finsleroid. With the given FHF (A.14), the body
FˆRelativistig := {Rˆ ∈ Vˆ4 : H(g; Rˆ) ≤ 1} (A.27)
is alled the o-pseudo-Finsleroid. The respetive figuratrix introdued aording to
Iˆg := {Rˆ ∈ Vˆ4 : H(g; Rˆ) = 1} (A.28)
is alled the o-indiatrix.
From (A.22)(A.24) it follows that in ase of the pseudo-Finsleroid spae ESRg the
indiatrix is a spae of the onstant negative urvature whih value is equal to
R
Ind
= −
(
1 +
1
4
g2
)
≤ −1. (A.29)
The respetive equation of ESRg geodesis is of the form
d2Rp
ds2
+ Cq
p
r(g;R)
dRq
ds
dRr
ds
= 0, (A.30)
where s is the parameter of the ar-length defined in aordane with the rule
ds
def
=
√
|gpq(g;R)dRpdRq|. (A.31)
The use of the funtions
A(g;R) = R0 − 1
2
g|R|, Aˆ(g;P ) = P0 + 1
2
g|P| (A.32)
and
L(g;R) = |R| − 1
2
gR0, Lˆ(g;P ) = |P|+ 1
2
gP0 (A.33)
is often onvenient in various alulations.
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In the limit g → 0 the onsidered spae degenerates to the ordinary pseudoeulidean
ase:
B|
g=0
= −[(R0)2 −R2], Bˆ|
g=0
= −[(P0)2 −P2],
j|
g=0
= jˆ|
g=0
= 1, F |
g=0
=
√
|(R0)2 −R2|,
H|
g=0
=
√
|(P0)2 −P2|, gpq|g=0 = epq,
gpq|
g=0
= epq, Cpqr|g=0 = 0, RInd|g=0 = −1.
Sine at g = 0 the spae ESRg is pseudoeulidean, then Ig=0 is the ordinary unit hyper-
boloid.
The ERSg spae invariant orthonormal frames:
ePq := σ
r
qf
P
r , e
q
P := µ
q
rm
r
P (A.34)
are onstruted on the basis of the formulas (B.27)(B.31). The reiproity ePq e
q
R = δ
P
R
holds. Calulations show that
ePq =
1
h
σPq +
h− 1
h
σP lq/F, e
q
P = hµ
q
P + (1− h)σP lq/F, (A.35)
and
gpq(g;R) = e
0
p(g;R)e
0
q(g;R)−
3∑
c=1
ecp(g;R)e
c
q(g;R). (A.36)
The ERSg spae Rii rotation oeffiients
RPQp(g; t) :=
(
∂ie
Q
j − CprseQr
)
esT e
TP
(A.37)
an be obtained as the transform
RPQp(g;R) = R
PQ
i(g; t)σ
i
p (A.38)
from the quasi-pseudoeulidean spae. After using the formula (B.33) and (B.34), we find
expliitly the omponents
RPQq(g;R) = (h− 1)(σP eQq − σQePq )/F 2(g;R), (A.39)
or in another form
RPQq(g;R) =
h− 1
h
(σPσQq − σQσPq )/F 2(g;R). (A.40)
We have
σP/K = LP , eqPL
P = lq, eqPσ
P = Rq, RPQpR
p = 0, (A.41)
and
ePteQs(∂pR
PQ
q − ∂qRPQp) = 2(h− 1)h
F 2
(hpthqs − hpshqt) = 2h
1 + h
Spqts, (A.42)
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where ePt = grte
r
P . Also,
∂pR
PQ
q − ∂qRPQp =
2(h− 1)h
F 2
[
ePp e
Q
q − eQp ePq +
1
F
(−ePp σQlq − eQq σP lp + eQp σP lq + ePq σQlp)
]
(A.43)
and
Rrsp = (h− 1)(lrhsp − lshrp)/F. (A.44)
It will be noted that the frames (A.34) don't obey the kinemati"property ep0 ‖ Rp.
Instead, we have
ePq |g=0 = δPq , eqP |g=0 = δqP . (A.45)
Appendix B. Quasipseudoeulidean transformation
Let us introdue the nonlinear transformation
ti = σi(g;R) (B.1)
with the funtions
σ0 =
∣∣∣∣R0 + g−|R|R0 + g+|R|
∣∣∣∣−G/4(R0 − 12g|R|
)
, σa = h
∣∣∣∣R0 + g−|R|R0 + g+|R|
∣∣∣∣−G/4Ra; (B.2)
i, j, ... = 0, 1, 2, 3 and a, b, ... = 1, 2, 3. With the help of the transformation, we an go over
from the variables {Rp} to the new variables {ti}. The inverse transformation
Rp = µp(g; t) (B.3)
involves the funtions
µ0 =
∣∣∣∣t0 −mt0 +m
∣∣∣∣G/4 (t0 + 12Gm), µa = 1h
∣∣∣∣t0 −mt0 +m
∣∣∣∣G/4 ta, (B.4)
so that
ti ≡ σi (g;µ(g; t)) , Rp ≡ µp (g; σ(g;R)) . (B.5)
The notation
m =
√
|eabtatb| ∈ [0,∞)
has been used; the onstant h is given by the formula (A.4).
Let us introdue the pseudoeulidean metri funtion
S(t)
def
=
√
|eijtitj | ≡
√
|(t0)2 −m2| (B.6)
(eij = diag(1,−1,−1,−1)  the pseudoeulidean metri tensor; eij = eij). It an readily
be verified that the insertion of the funtions (B.2) in (B.6) yields the identity
F (g;R) = S(t) (B.7)
with the funtion F (g;R) whih is exatly the FMF (A.12). In this way, we all (B.1)
(B.2) the quasi-pseudoeulidean transformation.
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The funtions (B.2) are obviously homogeneous of degree 1 with respet to the
variable R:
σi(g; bR) = bσi(g;R), b > 0, (B.8)
from whih it ensues that the derivatives
tip(g;R)
def
=
∂σi(g;R)
∂Rp
≡ σip(g;R) (B.9)
obey the identity
tip(g;R)R
p = ti. (B.10)
Calulating the determinant gives merely
det(tip) = j
4h3. (B.11)
Similarly,
µp(g; bt) = bµp(g; t), b > 0, (B.12)
µpi (g; t)
def
=
∂µp(g; t)
∂ti
≡ Rpi , (B.13)
and
µpi (g; t)t
i = Rp. (B.14)
Next, let us now onstrut the tensor
nij(g; t)
def
= tipt
j
qg
pq. (B.15)
Straightforward rather lengthy alulations result in the following simple representations
nij(g; t) = h2eij − 1
4
g2lilj , nij(g; t) =
1
h2
eij +
1
4
G2lilj (B.16)
(eije
jm = δmi and nijn
jm = δmi ), where
li
def
= ti/S(t), li
def
= eijl
j
(B.17)
are respetive pseudoeulidean unit vetors. For them the equalities
lili = 1, nijl
j = li, n
ijlj = l
i, nijl
ilj = 1, nijt
itj = S2
are valid. The inversion of (B.15) an be written in the form
gpq(g;R) = nij (g; σ(g;R)) t
i
p(g;R)t
j
q(g;R). (B.18)
We also obtain
det(nij) = −h6. (B.19)
We all the tensor {nij} with the omponents (B.16) quasi-pseudoeulidean metri
tensor, and the very spae
Kg := {V4; S(t); nij(g; t); t ∈ V4} (B.20)
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quasi-pseudoeulidean spae. The formulas (B.7) and (B.15) show expliitly that the
spae defined is quasi-pseudoeulidean image of the pseudo-Finsleroid relativisti spae
ESRg , suh that when using the quasi-pseudoeulidean transformations the studied pseudo-
Finsleroid relativisti spae ESRg transforms in the quasi-pseudoeulidean spae Kg =
σ(Fg) differed essentially from the pseudoeulidean spae E ≡ Kg=0.
Let us evaluate from the tensor (B.16) the assoiated Christoffel symbols
Nm
i
n = n
mkNikj, Nikj =
1
2
(nik,j + njk,i − nij,k). (B.21)
We have subsequently
nik,j
def
=
∂nik
∂tj
=
1
4
g2(HijLk +HkjLi)/S, (B.22)
Hmi = emi − LmLi ≡ h2(nmi − LmLi), (B.23)
LiHij = 0, (B.24)
Nmjn =
1
4
G2HmnLj/S, Nm
i
n =
1
4
G2HmnL
i/S, (B.25)
and
Ni
m
j(t) =
1
4
G2LmHij/S. (B.26)
This entails the properties
tiNi
m
j = 0, Ni
j
j = 0.
The quasi-pseudoeulidean orthonormal frames {miP} and {fPi } subjeted to the
onditions
nij = ePQmiPm
j
Q, nij = ePQf
P
i f
Q
j , (B.27)
prove to be taken in the simple form
fPi (g; t) =
1
h
hPj +
h− 1
h
LjL
P
(B.28)
and
mjP (g; t) = hh
j
P + (1− h)LPLj (B.29)
with the vetors
LP = hPj L
j , LP = h
j
PLj . (B.30)
Here, {hPj } and {hjP}  orthonormal frames for the pseudoeulidean metri tensor, so
that
eij = ePQhiPh
j
Q, eij = ePQh
P
i h
Q
j . (B.31)
The identity
fPi (g; t)t
i = tP ≡ hPj tj (B.32)
holds.
The assoiated quasi-pseudoeulidean Rii rotation oeffiients
RPQi(g; t) :=
(
∂if
Q
j −NinjfQn
)
mjT e
TP
(B.33)
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are found merely as
RPQi(g; t) = (h− 1)(LPfQi − LQfPi )/S(t). (B.34)
Also,
1
8
γiRPQi(γPγQ − γQγP ) = 1
4
γiRPQiγPγQ = −3
2
(h− 1)γjt
j
S2
. (B.35)
PROPOSITION.The quasi-pseudoeulidean metri tensor {nij} is onformal to the
pseudoeulidean metri tensor. The onformal multiplier is equal to ξ−2 with
ξ(g; t) =
[
1
2
S2(t)
]γ/2
, (B.36)
where
γ = h− 1. (B.37)
Indeed, applying the transformation
ri = ξ(g; t)ti/h (B.38)
and using the oeffiients
kij :=
∂ri
∂tj
= (ξδij + ξ
′titj)/h = ξ
(
δij + γ
titj
S2(t)
)
/h (B.39)
to define the tensor
cij(g; r) := kink
j
mn
nm(g; t), (B.40)
we obtain merely
cij = ξ2eij. (B.41)
Therefore, the tensor
spq(g;R) = [κ(g;R)]
2gpq(g;R) (B.42)
meaningful over the initial ESRg spae is onformally flat, where
κ(g;R) =
[
1
2
F 2(g;R)
]γ/2
≡ ξ(g; t). (B.43)
The funtions
ρi(g;R) =
1
h
σi(g;R)κ(g;R) ≡ ri (B.44)
realize the transition from the initial FMT {gpq} to the pseudoeulidean tensor {eij}. The
inverse funtions will be denoted as
ηp = ηp(g; ρ) (B.45)
so that
ηp(g; ρ(g;R)) = Rp. (B.46)
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This entails the identities
ηpmρ
m
q = δ
p
q , η
p
mρ
n
p = δ
n
m, (B.47)
for the derivatives
ρmp =
∂ρm
∂Rp
(B.48)
and
ηpm =
∂ηp
∂ρm
. (B.49)
spq(g;R) = ρ
m
p (g;R)ρ
k
q(g;R)emk (B.50)
The ESRg spae wave phase
Φ :=
1
h
knt
nξ (B.51)
obeys the important identity
∂Φ
∂tj
= ξfPj kp (B.52)
whih entails diretly that
nij
∂Φ
∂ti
∂Φ
∂tj
= ξ2eijkikj (B.53)
(see (B.27)). Inserting the quasi-pseudoeulidean transformations (B.2) in (B.35) yields
the representation
Φ = knρ
n(g;R), (B.54)
so that
Φ(g;R0, R1, R2, R3) = jκ(
1
h
Ak0 − kaRa). (B.55)
At the O1(g)level of onsideration the phase (B.55) redues to read
Φ ≈
(
1− 1
4
g ln
R0 − |R|
R0 + |R|
)
kpR
p − 1
2
g|R|k0, (B.56)
where S2 = (R0)2 − |R|2.
Appendix C. Zero-phase onformally flat fronts in ESRg spae
The zero-phase is desribed by the equation
Φ(g;R0, R1, R2, R3) = 0 (C.1)
whih, in view of (B.55), an expliitly be written as
(R0 − 1
2
g|R|)k0 − hkaRa = 0. (C.2)
The last equation determines the zero-phase wave surfae, whih is obviously non-plane
unless g = 0. If for definiteness we speify the omponents {k0, k1, k2, k3} to have k2 =
k3 = 0 in aordane with (5.13), the equation (C.2) redues to merely
R0 − 1
2
g|R| − hR1 = 0, (C.3)
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or expliitly,
R0 = hR1 +
1
2
g|R|. (C.4)
Therefore, the point of intersetion of the wave with the R1axis
R1 > 0, R2 = R3 = 0 (C.5)
is governing by the equation
R1 = g+R
0
(C.6)
(see the definition of g+ in the list (A.5)).
Thus we have
PROPOSITION. The veloity of the point of intersetion of the zero-phase surfae
with the R1axis is isotropi in aordane with (C.6). The vertex moves along the axis
with the onstant veloity
v = g+. (C.7)
It will be noted that under the partiular onditions (C.5) the vanishing F = 0 for
the ESRg spae implies the preise isotropi value (C.6) (see (A.12)).
Let us put
R⊥ =
√
(R2)2 + (R3)2 (C.8)
obtaining
|R| =
√
(R1)2 + (R⊥)2. (C.9)
We find
R0 = const :
∂R1
∂R⊥
= −g
2
R⊥
h|R|+ g
2
R1
, (C.10)
so that
R0 = const :
∂R1
∂R⊥
∣∣∣∣
R⊥=0
= 0 (C.11)
and
R0 = const :
∂2R1
∂R2⊥
∣∣∣∣
R⊥=0
= −g
2
g+
1
R1
. (C.12)
The equation (11.4) an be resolved for R1:
R1 = hR0 − g
2
√
(R0)2 + (R⊥)2. (C.13)
The asymptoti one C is determined by the equation
R1 = −g
2
R⊥ (C.14)
and simultaneously presents the front at R0 = 0. The asymptoti one C is the same for
any ase of zero-phase wave. When R0 →∞, the right-hand part in (C.12) tends to zero
and, therefore, the front is flattening around the vertex.
In the approximation O1(g), we put h = 1 and redue the formulae (C.2) and (C.4)
to merely
(R0 − 1
2
g|R|)k0 − kaRa = 0 (C.15)
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and
R0 = R1 +
1
2
g|R|. (C.16)
The equality (C.6) takes on the form
R1 = (1− 1
2
g)R0, (C.17)
and instead of (C.13) we get
R1 = R0 − g
2
√
(R0)2 + (R⊥)2. (C.18)
Below, the zero-phase wave fronts determined by the equation (C.1)(C.6) are shown
at various irumstanes.
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We preluded with Fig. 1 whih symbolized the ordinary pseudoeulidean plane wave,
that is, the (g = 0)ase.
In Fig. 2 the fronts were depited at various values of the parameter g 6= 0, showing
that the fronts are non-plane. In the higher figures the values R0 = 0; 15; 30; 45 were
subsequently be taken. Lower figures symbolized the front at the initial momentum R0 =
25 and the arrow shows the diretion of propagation. At R0 = 0 the vertex is a oni
point. We observe how the front is flattening in a viinity of vertex as soon as the value
of R0 is inreasing.
In Figs. 3 and 4 the fronts were shown separately at the values R0 = 0, 50, 100, 150
for positive and definite values of g. Additionally, Fig. 5 shows two kindred fronts at two
opposite values of the temporal oordinate R0. Finally, Fig. 6 showed the suession of
the fronts in the 2d-ase where the vanishing R3 = 0 has been assumed.
When g < 0 the fronts move in the diretion pointed by the vertex; the opposite
diretion of motion takes plae at g > 0. In eah figure the fronts move in the positive
diretion of the R1axis.
Appendix D. Conformal flatness of the spae ESRg
Let us use the salar
κ(g;R) =
(
1
2
F 2(g;R)
)h−1
≡ (κ(g;R))2 (D.1)
and introdue the new tensor spq(g;R) aording to
gpq(g;R) =
1
κ(g;R)
spq(g;R). (D.2)
Taking the assoiated Christoffel symbols
Sp
t
r =
1
2
sts
(
∂sps
∂Rr
+
∂srs
∂Rp
− ∂spr
∂Rs
)
, (D.3)
we an straightforwardly evaluate the urvature tensor
Mt
u
rs
def
=
∂St
u
r
∂Rs
− ∂St
u
s
∂Rr
+ St
w
rSw
u
s − StwsSwur. (D.4)
The result proves to be zero:
Mt
u
rs ≡ 0. (D.5)
Thus we get
PROPOSITION. The spae ESRg is onformally flat. The onformal multiplier is a
funtion of the FMF aording to (D.1)(D.2).
Therefore, the transformation
ri = ρi(g;R) (D.6)
should exist suh that in terms of the oeffiients
ρiq(g;R)
def
=
∂ρi(g;R)
∂Rq
(D.7)
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the identity
1
h2
spq(g;R) = ρ
i
p(g;R)ρ
j
q(g;R)eij (D.8)
holds fine (eij = diag(1,−1,−1,−1) is a pseudoeulidean metri tensor). A areful on-
sideration leads to
PROPOSITION. The onformal transformation (D.6) is given by the omponents
ρ0(g;R) =
1
h
κ(g;R)j(g;R)
(
R0 − 1
2
g|R|
)
, ρa(g;R) = κ(g;R)j(g;R)Ra. (D.9)
The identity (
R0 − 1
2
g|R|
)2
− h2|R|2 = −B(g;R) (D.10)
is useful to apply when verifying this Proposition.
The transformation inverted to (D.6) is given by the law
Rp = ηp(g; r) (D.11)
with the funtions
η0(g; r) = ν(g; r)
(
hr0 +
1
2
g|r|
)
/j(g; r), ηa(g; r) = ν(g; r)ra/j(g; r), (D.12)
where
ν(g; r) =
(
h√
2
S(g; r)
)(h−1)/h
=
1
κ(g;R)
(D.13)
and
j(g; r) =
(
r0 − |r|
r0 + |r|
)−G/4
. (D.14)
Using the derivatives
ηpi (g; r)
def
=
∂ηp(g; r)
∂ri
, (D.15)
we may rewrite (D.8) in the bakward diretion as follows:
ηpi (g; r)η
q
j (g; r)spq(g;R) = eij . (D.16)
It is onvenient to use the notation
γ = h− 1. (D.17)
In the time-like ase we get
ρ0(g;R) =
1
h
κ(g;R)j(g;w)E(g;w)R0, ρa(g;R) = κ(g;R)j(g;w)Ra, R ∈ S+g , (D.18)
where
E(g;w) = 1− 1
2
gw. (D.19)
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The funtion j entering (D.37) has been defined by (A.13). We obtain the identity(
E(g;w)
)2
− h2w2 = Q(g;w) (D.20)
and the representations
ρ00(g;R) =
(
γE(1− gw) +Q− 1
2
gwE
)
jκ
Qh2
, (D.21)
ρ0a(g;R) =
(
−γE + g(E −Q)
2w
)
jκwa
Qh2
, (D.22)
ρa0(g;R) =
(
γ(1− gw)− 1
2
gw
)
jκwa
Qh
, (D.23)
ρab (g;R) =
(
−γwbwa +Qδab +
gwbw
a
2w
)
jκ
Qh
, (D.24)
from whih the identity
δcdρ
c
aρ
d
b =
(
δab +
wawb
Qw
(
−γw + 1
2
g
)(
2− γw
2
Q
+
gw
2Q
))(jκ)2
h2
(D.25)
follows. Some simplifiation is appliable to find
ρ00(g;R) =
(
E(1− gw)− hw2) jκ
Qh
, (D.26)
ρ0a(g;R) = (h− E)
jκwa
Qh
, (D.27)
ρa0(g;R) =
(
hQ− E + hw2) jκwa
Qh
, (D.28)
ρab (g;R) =
(
Qδab +
(
(1− h)w + g
2
) wbwa
w
)
jκ
Qh
, (D.29)
together with
δcdρ
c
a(g;R)ρ
d
b(g;R) =
[
δab +
(
g + (1− h)w + (h2 − h)w(1 + w
2)
Q
)
wawb
Qw
]
(jκ)2. (D.30)
Also,
det(ρip) = (jκ)
N , det(ρab ) =
(
E − hw2) (jκ)N−1
Q
, (D.31)
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wbρab =
(
E − hw2) jκwa
Q
, waρ
a
b =
(
E − hw2) jκwb
Q
, (D.32)
∂qκ =
γκ
F 2
Rq (D.33)
(N = 4).
For the reiproal oeffiients defined in aordane with (D.15) we find the repre-
sentations
η00(g; r) =
(
E − hw2) h
jκQ
, (D.34)
η0a(g; r) = (E − h)
wah
jκQ
, (D.35)
ηa0(g; r) =
(
E − hw2 − hQ) wah
jκQ
, (D.36)
ηab (g; r) =
(
Qδab +
(
(E − h)w − 1
2
gQ
)
wbw
a
w
)
h
jκQ
, (D.37)
and the identities
Rpη
p
0 =
EF 2h
R0jκQ
, Rpη
p
a = −
h2F 2wa
R0jκQ
, (D.38)
∂
(
κ
−3
√| det(srs)| ηp0)
∂Rp
= −6γEF
2j3h
R0Q
. (D.39)
In the spae-like region,
ρ0(g;R) =
1
h
κ(g;R)j(g; k)f(g; k)q, ρa(g;R) = κ(g;R)j(g; k)Ra, R ∈ R+g , (D.40)
where
f(g; k) = k − 1
2
g, (D.41)
so that
h2 −
(
f(g; k)
)2
= L(g; k) (D.42)
and
ρ00(g;R) =
(
−γ(k − g)f + L+ 1
2
gf
) jκ
Lh
, (D.43)
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ρ0a(g;R) =
(
γf − 1
2
g(L+ kf)
)jκna
Lh
, (D.44)
ρa0(g;R) =
(
−γ(k − g) + 1
2
g
)jκna
L
, (D.45)
ρab (g;R) =
(
Lδab + (γ −
1
2
gk)nanb
)jκ
L
(D.46)
or
ρ00(g;R) =
(
h− (k − g)f
)jκ
L
, (D.47)
ρ0a(g;R) =
(
f − kh
)jκna
L
, (D.48)
ρa0(g;R) =
(
f − (k − g)h
)jκna
L
, (D.49)
ρab (g;R) =
(
Lδab + (h− 1−
1
2
gk)nanb
)jκ
L
, (D.50)
det(ρip) = (jκ)
N , det(ρab ) = (h− fk)
(jκ)N−1
L
(D.51)
(N = 4).
Also,
nbρab = (h− fk)
jκna
L
, waρ
a
b = (h− fk)
jκnb
L
, (D.52)
∂qκ = −γκ
F 2
Rq. (D.53)
The reiproal oeffiients are obtainable to read
η00(g; r) = (h− fk)
1
jκL
, (D.54)
η0a(g; r) = (kh− f)
na
jκL
, (D.55)
ηa0(g; r) = ((k − g)h− f)
na
jκL
, (D.56)
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ηab (g; r) =
(
Lδab + (h− (k − g)f − L)nbna
)
1
jκL
, (D.57)
entailing
Rpη
p
0 = −
fF 2
qjκL
, Rpη
p
a =
hF 2na
qjκL
, (D.58)
∂
(
κ
−3
√
| det(srs)| ηp0
)
∂Rp
= 6γ
fF 2j3
qL
. (D.59)
Appendix E. O1(g)approximations
Considering the parameter g to be small:
|g| ≪ 1 (E.1)
and performing expansions with respet to the parameter, we shall denote by the sym-
bol O1(g) the terms proportional to the first degree of g and by O≥2(g)  the terms
proportional to the seond and higher degrees of g.
First of all, the respetive approximation of the omponents of the FMT reads as
follows:
g00(g;R) = 1− g |R|R
0
(R0)2 − |R|2 −
1
2
g ln
R0 − |R|
R0 + |R| +O≥2(g), (E.2)
g0a(g;R) = g
|R|Ra
(R0)2 − |R|2 +O≥2(g), (E.3)
gab(g;R) = −δab + 1
2
g ln
R0 − |R|
R0 + |R|δab − g
RaRbR0
|R|((R0)2 − |R|2) +O≥2(g); (E.4)
g00(g;R) = 1 + g
|R|R0
(R0)2 − |R|2 +
1
2
g ln
R0 − |R|
R0 + |R| +O≥2(g), (E.5)
g0a(g;R) = g
|R|Ra
(R0)2 − |R|2 +O≥2(g), (E.6)
gab(g;R) = −δab − 1
2
g ln
R0 − |R|
R0 + |R|δ
ab + g
RaRbR0
|R|((R0)2 − |R|2) +O≥2(g). (E.7)
The ourrene of the logarithmi funtion is harateristi of the approximations. For
the funtion (A.15) we get
j(g;R) = 1− 1
4
g ln
R0 − |R|
R0 + |R| +O≥2(g) (E.8)
so that, owing to (A.18),
det(gpq) = −1 + 2g ln R
0 − |R|
R0 + |R| +O≥2(g). (E.9)
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The struture of the tensor Cpqr is suh that the tensor is proportional to g, so that
Cpqr = gSpqr +O≥2(g), (E.10)
where the omponents Spqr are given by the list
R0S000 =
R0|R|3
((R0)2 − |R|2)2 , R
0Sa00 = − (R
0)2|R|Ra
((R0)2 − |R|2)2 , (E.11)
R0Sab0 =
1
2
R0|R|
(R0)2 − |R|2 δab +
1
2
R0RaRb((R0)2 + |R|2)
|R|((R0)2 − |R|2)2 , (E.12)
R0Sabc = −1
2
(R0)2
|R|((R0)2 − |R|2)(δabR
c + δacR
b + δbcR
a) +
(R0)2RaRbRc((R0)2 − 3|R|2)
2|R|3((R0)2 − |R|2)2 .
(E.13)
For the omponents
Sp
q
r = e
qsSpsr, S
pqr = epseqtervSptv, (E.14)
we obviously obtain
S0
0
0 = S000, S0
a
0 = −S0a0, Sa00 = −Sa00, Sabc = −Sabc, (E.15)
and
S000 = S000, S
a00 = −Sa00, Sab0 = Sab0, Sabc = −Sabc. (E.16)
For ontrations Cp = Cp
q
q we get
Cp = gSp +O≥2(g), C
p = gSp +O≥2(g), (E.17)
and
R0S0 = −N
2
R0|R|
(R0)2 − |R|2 , R
0Sa =
N
2
(R0)2Ra
|R|((R0)2 − |R|2) , (E.18)
S0 = S0, S
a = −Sa. (E.19)
Obviously
CpC
p = O≥2(g). (E.20)
Also,
∂pC
p = −N
2
g(N − 2) R
0
|R|((R0)2 − |R|2) (E.21)
((N = 4)).
The above orretions are singular over the light one, that is, when R0 − |R| = 0.
The field {Sp} introdues a preferred vetor over the one. The tensor {Spqr} assigns an
anisotropi struture over the bakground pseudoeulidean spae and enters respetive
ovariant derivatives.
At the O1(g)level of onsideration the urvature tensor of the spae under study is
zero:
Spqrs = 0 +O≥2(g) (E.22)
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(see (A.22) and (A.23)). The same onlusion is appliable to the quasi-pseudoeulidean
objets:
nij(g; t) = eij +O≥2(g), n
ij = eij +O≥2(g), (E.23)
Ni
k
j(g; t) = 0 +O≥2(g), Rmnij(g; t) = 0 +O≥2(g) (E.24)
(see (B.16), (B.26), and (B.34)). Also, the onformal properties are trivial at the O1(g)
level of onsideration:
γ = O≥2(g) (E.25)
(see (B.37)).
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